
COT5520: COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRYHomework # 3
Due date: Nov 11, 2008, Tuesday (beginning of the lass)Your solutions should be onise, but omplete, and typed (or handwritten learly). Feel freeto onsult textbooks, journal and onferene papers and also eah other, but write the solutionsyourself and ite your soures. Answer only five of the following six questions. Eah problemis worth 20 pts.1. An order-k Voronoi diagram partitions the plane aording to the k losest sites. A Voronoiell in this generalization is the region of points whih have the same k nearest sites. Theorder-1 Voronoi diagram is nothing more than the standard Voronoi diagram. The order-(n-1) Voronoi diagram is also alled the farthest-point Voronoi diagram, beause the Voronoiell of a point pi now is the region of points for whih pi is the farthest site.(a) Draw (on this sheet) the order-2 Voronoi diagram of the following point set (a).(b) Draw (on this sheet) the farthest-point Voronoi diagram of the following point set (b).

(a) (b)2. Suppose that we are given a subdivision of the plane into n onvex regions. We suspetthat this division is a Voronoi diagram, but we do not know the sites. Design and analyzean algorithm that �nds a set of n point sites whose Voronoi diagram is exatly the givensubdivision, if suh a set exists.3. The randomized inremental algorithm disussed in lass omputes the Delaunay triangula-tion of a set of n points in O(n log n) expeted time. Prove that the worst-ase running timeof the algorithm is Ω(n2).



4. Reall that the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) of a set of points in the plane is a maximallyonneted planar straight line graph. Other interesting and useful planar graphs (not max-imal) inlude Eulidean Minumum Spanning Tree (EMST), Relative Neighborhood Graph(RNG), and Gabriel Graph (GG). (Chek your textbook for their de�nitions). Prove that
EMST ⊆ RNG ⊆ GG ⊆ DT .5. The weight of a triangulation is the sum of the length of all edges of the triangulation. Theminimum weight triangulation of a set S of n points is one whose weight is minimal amongall triangulations of S. The minmax angle triangulation of S is one whose largest angle isminimized.(a) Prove by example that the minimum weight triangulation is not same as the Delaunaytriangulation. Show that the ratio of the weight of the Delaunay triangulation to theweight of the minimum weight triangulation is bounded by O(n). Show (by a generiexample) that your bound is tight.(b) Prove by example that the minmax angle triangulation is not same as the Delaunaytriangulation. Prove that the ratio of the largest angle of the Delaunay triangulation tothe largest angle of the minmax angle triangulation is bounded from above by 2. Showthat this bound is (almost) tight.6. Let P be a onvex polygon in the plane with n verties (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn) inounterlokwise order, and let z1, z2, . . . , zn be arbitrary real numbers. Design and analyzea randomized algorithm to onstrut the onvex hull of the sequene of points (x1, y1, z1),
(x2, y2, z2), . . . , (xn, yn, zn) in O(n) expeted time.



Additional Study ProblemsThe following problems are not part of the assignment to be graded. Hene, please do notturned your solutions on them in.1. Reall the plane sweep algorithm for omputing Voronoi diagram of a set of n sites. Givean example where the parabola de�ned by some site pi ontributes more than one ar to thebeah line. Can you give an example where it ontributes O(n) ars?2. Let I
3 = [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] be the unit ube in R

3 and onsider a triangulation K of I
3whose only verties are the 8 orner points of the ube.(a) Show that every suh K has at most 6 tetrahedra.(b) Show that every suh K has at least 5 tetrahedra.() Two triangulations K1 and K2 are isomorphi if ∃ a bijetion β : Vertices(K1) →

Vertices(K2) suh that ConvHull(T) ∈ K1 i� ConvHull(β(T)) ∈ K2 for any T ⊆

Vertices(K1). Enumerate all pairwise non-isomorphi triangulations of unit ube (withno Steiner points).3. Let A, B, C, and D be four non-overlapping diskssuh that A and B, B and C, C and D, and D and
A are tangent to eah other. Prove that these fourtangeny points are o-irular.
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D C4. Let K be a triangulation of a set of n points in the plane. Let ℓ be a line that avoids allpoints. Prove that ℓ intersets at most 2n − 4 edges of K and that this upper bound is tightfor every n ≥ 3.5. Do exerise 9.16 in the (yellow) textbook.6. Do exerise 4.15 in the (yellow) textbook.7. Implement (at least) one of the Delaunay triangulation algorithms disussed in lass (edge-ip, randomized inremental, or plane-sweep Voronoi). Run experiments with data setsof various size (say in the range 100-10,000). Does the running time of the implementedalgorithm behave as predited with our analysis? (For this problem you may use libraries fordata strutures or numerial prediates, but you should implement the main routine yourself.


